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1923-G Electric Rd. Salem, VA 24153-7481, United States

(+1)5403879869

Here you can find the menu of Szechuan Chinese Restaurant in United States. At the moment, there are 17
courses and drinks on the card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Violet Feeney

likes about Szechuan Chinese Restaurant:
I only ate there today and love their lunch menu. They have a lighter tariff that the doctors and nurses will

certainly eat, coming from Lewis Gayle over the street. I usually get the asparagus, chicken, shrimp, scallops and
shrimp from the lighter menu. It's just less msgs is everything... It is still very tasty and lots of vegetables such as

snowblows. And over the years this was also a great standby restaurant - s... read more. What Kylie Mohr
doesn't like about Szechuan Chinese Restaurant:

The food is very bad. Spicy food isn't hot at all. The food with garlic sauce has no garlic inside. The green bean is
raw inside, but deep rides out. Even if food is the most important for a restaurant, food is the only part I want to
complain about. read more. In Szechuan Chinese Restaurant from United States, you can enjoy versatile, fine

Chinese cuisine that's traditionally prepared in a wok, on the menu there are also a lot of Asian dishes. It should
not be forgotten that there is a comprehensive variety of coffee and tea specialties in this restaurant, the menu

also includes tasty vegetarian menus.
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Salad�
MISTA

Hous� specialtie�
PORK FRIED RICE

Sichua� dishe�
ORANGE CHICKEN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Ho� drink�
TEA

Sauce�
KNOBLAUCHSAUCE

Vegetabl� Or Han� Rol�
ASPARAGUS

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

SHRIMP

GARLIC

VEGETABLES

TOFU

BEEF

DUCK

PORK MEAT

SCALLOPS

RICE
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